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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we initiate the concepts of intuitionistic fuzzy almost 

 continuous mappings and intuitionistic fuzzy slightly  continuous 

mappings in intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. We also apply these notions 

of  continuous mappings to analyse the covering properties and separation 

axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy  spaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [22], the fuzzy concept has invaded almost all 

branches of mathematics. Atanassov [2] generalised this idea to intuitionistic fuzzy sets using the 

notion of fuzzy sets. On the other hand Coker [5] introduced intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. 

Using the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy sets Joen [11] defined the concepts of intuitionistic fuzzy α-

continuity. Many researchers Ilija Kovacevic [9], T.Noiri [20] have extended these notions to analyse 

different types of continuity. In this paper different classes of    continuous functions are defined. 

Separation axioms and covering properties are also analysed using these  continuous mappings. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1:[2] An intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS, in short) A in X is an object having the form 

 XxxxxA AA  /)(),(,  where the functions IXA :  and IXA : denote the degree 

of membership (namely ))(xA and the degree of non-membership (namely ))(xA  of each 
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element Xx to the set A on a nonempty set X and 1)()(0  xx AA  for each Xx . 

Obviously every fuzzy set A on a nonempty set X is an IFS’s A and B be in the form 

 XxxxxA AA  /)(1),(,   

Definition 2.2:[2] Let X be a nonempty set and the IFS’s A and B be in the form 

 XxxxxA AA  /)(),(,  ,  XxxxxB BB  /)(),(,   and let { : }jA A j J  be an 

arbitrary family of IFS’s in X. Then we define 

(i) BA if and only if )()( xx BA    and )()( xx BA    for all Xx . 

(ii) A=B if and only if BA and AB  . 

(iii)  XxxxxA AA  /)(),(,  . 

(iv)  XxxxxxxBA BABA  /)()(),()(,  . 

(v)  XxxxxxxBA BABA  /)()(),()(,   

(vi) }0,1,{1~ Xxx  and }1,0,{0~ Xxx  . 

Definition 2.3:[5]An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT, in short) on a nonempty set X is a family  of 

an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS, in short) in X satisfying the following axioms: 

(i) 0~ , 1~  . 

(ii)  21 AA for any A1 , A2  . 

(iii) jA for any  JjAj : . 

In this paper we denote intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (IFTS, in short) by  ,X ,  ,Y  or X,Y. 

Each IFS which belongs  to   is called an intuitionistic fuzzy open set (IFOS, in short) in X. The 

complement A of an IFOS A in X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS, in short). An IFS X is 

called intuitionistic fuzzy clopen [19] (IF clopen)(IFCO, for short) iff it is both intutionistic fuzzy open 

and intuitionistic fuzzy closed. 

Definition 2.4:[5] Let  ,X  be an IFTS and  )(),(, xxxA AA   be an IFS in X. Then the fuzzy 

interior and closure of A are denoted by 

(i) )(Acl {K: K is an IFCS in X and KA }. 

(ii) )int(A {G: G is an IFOS in X and AG  }. 

Note that, for any IFS A in ),( X , we have )int()( AAcl   and )()int( AclA  . 

Definition 2.5:[7] Let A be an IFS in an IFTS ),( X , then A is  

(i) An intuitionistic fuzzy regular open set (IFROS) if ))(int( AclA . 

(ii) An intuitionistic fuzzy semi open set (IFSOS) if ))(int(AclA . 

(iii) An intuitionistic fuzzy preopen set (IFPOS) if ))(int( AclA . 

(iv) An intuitionistic fuzzy d open set (IFdOS) if ))(int())int(( AclAbsclA  . 

(v) An intuitionistic fuzzy  -open set (IF OS) if )))(int(int( AclA . 

(vi) An intuitionistic fuzzy  -open set (IF OS) if )))(((int( AclclA . 

(vii) An intuitionistic fuzzy  -open set (IF OS) if ))(int())(int( AclAclA  . 

The complement of the above said sets are intuitionistic fuzzy regular closed set, intuitionistic fuzzy 

semiclosed set, intuitionistic fuzzy preclosed set, intuitionistic fuzzy d closed set, intuitionistic fuzzy 

 -closed set, intuitionistic fuzzy  -closed set, intuitionistic fuzzy  -closed set, (IFRCS, IFSCS, IFPCS, 

IFdCS, IF CS, IF  CS, IF CS respectively). 
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Definition 2.6:[12] An IFS   1,,),( CCxp  where ]1,0( , )1,0[ and 1  is called 

an intuitionistic fuzzy point (IFP) in X. 

Note that an IFP ),( p is said to belong to an IFS AAXA  ,,  of X denoted by Ap ),(   if 

A  and A  . 

Definition 2.7:[12] Let ),( p  be an IFP of an IFTS ),( X .  An IFS A of X is called an intuitionistic 

fuzzy neighbourhood (IFN) of ),( p  if there exists an IFOS B in X such that ABp ),(  . 

Definition 2.8: [16] An IFTS X is called CO-T1 if and only if for each pair of distinct IFP ), ,(),(  yx  in 

X there exists IFclopen sets U and V in X Ux ),(  , Vx ),(  , Uy ),(  , Vy ),(  . 

Definition 2.9:[6]An IFTS X will be called regular if for each IFP ),( p  and each IFCS such 

~0Cp  there exists intuitionistic fuzzy open sets U and V such that VCUp  ,  and 

0VU . 

Definition 2.10:[6] An IFTS X will be called normal if for each IFCSs U and V such that 0VU    

there exists IFOSs U1 and V1 such that 1UU   , 1VV   and ~11 0VU . 

Definition 2.11:[14 ]An IFS A is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy dense (IFD for short) in another IFS B 

in an IFTS (X, τ), if cl(A) = B.  

Definition 2.12:[15] An IFTS X is called hyperconnected if every IF open set in X is dense. 

Definition 2.13:[5] Let X and Y be two IFTSs. Let }:)(),(,{ XxxxXA AA    and 

})(),(,{ YyyyYB BB    be IFSs of X and Y respectively. Then is an IFS BA  of YX   

defined by  ))(),(max()),(),(min(),,(),( yxyxYXyxBA BABA  . 

Definition 2.14:[17] Let A be an IFTS ),( X . Then A is called an intuitionistic fuzzy open 

set( OSIF , in short) in X if ))(int(AbclA . 

Definition 2.15:[17] Let A be an IFTS ),( X . Then A is called an intuitionistic fuzzy  closed set 

(IF CS, in short) in X if int( ( )) Ab cl A  . 

Definition 2.16:[18] An IFTS ),( X  is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy  T1/2 space ( 2/1TIF  , in short) if 

every OSIF in X is an IFOS in X. 

Definition 2.17:[5] Let X and Y be two non-empty sets and YXf :  be a function. 

If }/)(),(,{ YyyyyB BB    is an IFS in Y, then the pre-image of B under f is denoted and 

defined by }/))(()),((,{)( 111 XxxfxfxBf BB    . Since )(),( xx BB  are fuzzy sets, 

we explain that ))()(())(()),()(())(( 11 xfxxfxfxxf BBBB    . 

Definition 2.18: Let YXf :  from an IFTS X into an IFTS Y. Then f  is said to be an 

(i) Intuitionistic fuzzy  continuous ( IF cont, in short)[16] if 
1( ) (X)f B IF OS   for 

every B . 

(ii) Intuitionistic fuzzy continuous [4] if )()(1 XIFOBf   for every B . 

(iii) Intuitionistic fuzzy semi-continuous [7] if )()(1 XIFSOBf   for every B . 

(iv) Intuitionistic fuzzy precontinuous [7] if )()(1 XIFPOBf   for every B . 

(v) Intuitionistic fuzzy d continuous [7] if )()(1 XIFdOBf   for every B . 

(vi) Intuitionistic fuzzy α-continuous [7] if )()(1 XOIFBf   for every B . 
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(vii) Intuitionistic fuzzy β-continuous [7] if )()(1 XOIFBf   for every B . 

(viii) Intuitionistic fuzzy γ-continuous [7] if )()(1 XOIFBf   for every B . 

(ix) Intuitionistic fuzzy clopen-continuous[19] if for each IFP ),( p of X and each open set V 

containing , ( ( , ))f p   there exists a clopen set U containing ),( p , such that 

( ) .f u V  

(x) intuitionistic fuzzy totally continuous[13] if and only if )(1 Bf   is an IF clopen sets in X, for 

every B . 

Definition 2.19:[17] Let f be a mapping from IFTS ),( X  into an IFTS ),( Y . Then f is said to be 

intuitionistic fuzzy  irresolute ( IF irresolute, in short) if )()(1 XOIFBf   for every 

OSIF  B in Y. 

Definition 2.20:[7] Let 111 : YXf  and 222 : YXf  . The product 212121 : YYXXff   is 

defined by ))(),((),( 22112121 xfxfxxff  for every 2121 ),( XXXX  . 

3. INTUISTIONISTIC FUZZY ALMOST  CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 

Definition 3.1 A mapping YXf :  from an IFTS X into an IFTS Y is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 

almost  continuous ( IFa continuous, in short) mapping if )(1 Bf   is an IF CS in X, for every 

IFRCS B in Y. 

Example 3.2: 

Let  baX , ,  ,Y u v 1 , (0.2,0.2,0.1),(0.4,0.4,0.6)G x , 

2 , (0.3,0.2,0.5),(0.2,0.2,0.4)G x  

, (0.3,0.4,0.3),(0.4,0.5,0.4)H y
 

Then Then  21~~ ,,1,0 GG  and  H,1,0 ~~  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.3: Every IF continuous mapping is IFa continuous but not conversely. 

Proof:  Let ),(),(:  YXf  be an IF continuous mapping and B be an IFRCS in Y. Since every 

IFRCS is an IFCS, B is an IFCS in Y. Then f -1(B) is an IFCS in X, by hypothesis. Since every IFCS  is an 

IF CS, f -1(B) is an IF CS in X. Hence f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

Example 3.4: Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.3,0.4),(0.7,0.6)G x , 2 , (0.7,0.8),(0.3,0.2)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFa continuous mapping but not an IF continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.5: Every IF continuous mapping is an IFa continuous but not conversely. 

Proof: Let ),(),(:  YXf  be an IF  continuous mapping and B be an IFRCS in Y. Then  f -1(B) is 

IF CS in X. Hence f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

Example 3.6: Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.7,0.8),(0.3,0.2)G x , 2 , (0.6,0.7),(0.4,0.3)G y  
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Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFa continuous mapping but not an IF  continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.7: Every IFa continuous mapping is an IFS continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: Let ),(),(:  YXf  be an IFa continuous mapping and  B be an IFRCS in Y. By 

hypothesis f -1(B) is an IF CS in X. Since every IF CS is an IFSCS, f -1(B) is an IFSCS in X. Hence f is IFS 

continuous. 

Example 3.8 : Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.5,0.4),(0.5,0.6)G x , 2 , (0.2,0.3),(0.8,0.7)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFS continuous mapping but not an IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.9: Every IFa continuous mapping is an IFd continuous but not conversely. 

Proof: Let ),(),(:  YXf  be an IFa continuous mapping and  B be an IFRCS in Y. Then f -

1(B) is an IF CS in X. Since every IF CS is an IFdCS, f -1(B) is an IFdCS in X. Hence f is IFd continuous. 

Example 3.10 : Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.1,0.1),(0.6,0.5)G x , 2 , (0.2,0.2),(0.3,0.5)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFd continuous mapping but not an IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.11: Every IFa continuous mapping is an IF  continuous but not conversely. 

Proof: : Let ),(),(:  YXf  be an IFa continuous mapping and B be an IFRCS in Y. Then   f -

1(B) is an CSIF  in X. Hence f is IF  continuous. 

Example 3.12 : Let },,{ cbaX  , },,{ wvuY   

1 , (0.3,0.1,0.4),(0.3,0.3,0.4)G x   , 2 , (0.2,0.1,0.3),(0.4,0.4,0.4)G y    

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )(  and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IF -continuous mapping but not an IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.13: If YXf :  is an IFc continuous, then f  is an IFa continuous mapping, but 

not conversely.  

Proof: Let B be an IFRCS in Y. Since every IFRCS is an IF CS, B is an IF CS in Y. Since f is an  

IFc continuous, )(1 Bf   is an IFRCS in X. Thus )(1 Bf   is an IF CS in X. Hence f  is an 

IFa continuous mapping. 

Example 3.14: Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.5,0.4),(0.5,0.6)G x , 2 , (0.2,0.3),(0.8,0.7)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  
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Then f is an IFa continuous mapping but not an IFc continuous mapping. 

From the above theorems and examples we have the following implications. 

    IFS Cont      IF Cont 

 

  IFdCont     IFP Cont  

 

    IFa Cont      IF  Cont 

 

  IF Cont     IF Cont 

Theorem 3.15: Let ),(),(:  YXf  be a mapping where )(1 Bf   is an IFRCS in X for every IFCS B 

in Y. Then f is an IFa continuous mapping but not conversely. 

Proof: Let B be an IFRCS in Y. Since every IFRCS is an IFCS, B is an IFCS in Y. Then )(1 Bf   is an IFRCS 

in X. As every IFRCS is an IF CS, )(1 Bf   is an IF CS in X. Hence  f is an IFa continuous 

mapping  . 

Example 3.16: : Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.5,0.6),(0.5,0.4)G x , 2 , (0.5,0.3),(0.5,0.7)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IFa continuous mapping  but not a mapping as defined in theorem above. 

Theorem 3.17: Let YXf :  be a mapping. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

(ii) )(1 Bf   is an IF OS in X for every IFROS B in Y. 

Proof: )()( iii   Let B be an IFROS in Y. Then B  is an IFRCS in Y. By hypothesis, )(1 Bf   is an 

IF CS in X. That is )(1 Bf   is an IF CS in X. Therefore )(1 Bf   is an OSIF in X. 

)()( iii   Let B be an IFRCS in Y. Then B  is an IFROS in Y. By hypothesis, )(1 Bf   is an   IF OS in 

X. That is )(1 Bf   is an OSIF in X. Therefore )(1 Bf   is an   IF CS in X. Then f is an 

IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.18:  Let YXf :  be a mapping, if  ))(int())int(( 11 BfBf    for every IFS B in 

Y, then f is an IFa continuous mapping. 
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Proof: Let B be an IFROS in Y. By hypothesis ))(int())int(( 11 BfBf   . Since B is an IFROS, it 

is an OSIF  in Y. Therefore BB )int( . Hence 

)())(int())int(()( 1111 BfBfBfBf    . Therefore ))(int()( 11 BfBf   . 

This implies )(1 Bf 

 is an OSIF in X and thus f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

Theorem 3.19:  Let YXf :  be a mapping, if  ))(())(( 11 BclfBfcl     for every IFS B in Y, 

then f is an IFa continuous mapping. 

Proof: Let B be an IFRCS in Y. By hypothesis ))(())(( 11 BclfBfcl     . Since B is an IFRCS, it is an 

IF CS in Y. Therefore BBcl )(  . Hence )())(())(()( 1111 BfBfclBclfBf    . 

Therefore ))(()( 11 BfclBf    . This implies )(1 Bf 

 is an IF CS in X and thus f is an 

IFa continuous mapping. 

Remark 3.20: The converse of the above Theorem 3.21 is true if B is an IFRCS in Y and X is an IF T1/2 

space. 

Proof: Let f is an IFa continuous mapping. Let B be an IFRCS in Y. Then )(1 Bf 

 is an IF CS in 

X. Since X is an IF T1/2 space, )(1 Bf 

 is an IFOS in X. This implies ).())(( 11 BfBfcl   Now 

))(()())(( 111 BfclBfBclf    . Therefore ))(())(( 11 BfclBclf    . 

Theorem 3.21: Let YXf :  be a mapping and YXXg : be the graph of the mapping. If 

g is an IFa continuous mapping, then f is so. 

Proof: Let B be an IFROS in Y. Then )1())(1()( ~

11

~

11 BgBffBf   . Since B~1  is an 

IFROS in YX   and as g is an IFa continuous mapping, is an IF OS in X. Hence )(1 Bf   is an 

OSIF  in X and so f  is an IFa continuous mapping.  

 

Theorem 3.22:  Let YXf :  and ZYg :  be any two mappings. Then the following properties 

hold : 

(i) If f  is an IF continuous mapping and g is an IFa continuous mapping , then gof is an 

IFa continuous mapping. 

(ii) If f  is an IF continuous mapping and g is an IFa continuous mapping, then gof is an 

IFa continuous mapping. 

Proof: (i) Let B be an IFROS in Z. Since g  is an IFa continuous mapping, )(1 Bg  is an IFOS in Y. 

Since f  is an IF continuous mapping, ))(( 11 Bgf   is an IFOS in X. This implies ))(( 11 Bgf   is an 

OSIF  in X, since IFOS is an OSIF . But )()())(( 111 BgofBgf    . This implies gof 

IFa continuous mapping. 

(ii) Let B be an IFROS in Z. Since g is an IFa continuous mapping, )(1 Bg  is an IFOS in Y. Since f 

is an IF continuous mapping, ))(( 11 Bgf   is an IFOS in X. Since )()())(( 111 BgofBgf   , gof 

IFa continuous mapping. 

4. INTUISTIONISTIC FUZZY SLIGHTLY  CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 

Definiton 4.1: A mapping YXf :  from an IFTS X into an IFTS Y is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 

slightly  continuous if for each intuitionistic fuzzy point Xp ),(  and each intuitionistic fuzzy 
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clopen set B in Y containing )),(( pf , there exists a fuzzy intuitionistic fuzzy  open set A in X 

such that BAf )( . 

Theorem 4.2: For a function YXf :  , the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) f  is intuitionistic fuzzy slightly  continuous; 

(ii) for every intuitionistic fuzzy clopen set B in Y, )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -open; 

(iii) for every intuitionistic fuzzy clopen set B in Y, )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy closed; 

(iv) for every intuitionistic fuzzy clopen set B in Y, )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -clopen. 

Proof: )()( iii   Let B be IF clopen set in Y and let )(1

),( Bfp  . Since Bpf )( ),(  , by (i) 

there exists a IF OS ),( pA  in X containing ),( p such that )(1

),( BfAp

 . We obtain that 

),(
)(),(

1

1

)( 


p
Bfp

ABf


   . Thus )(1 Bf   is IF -open. 

)()( iiiii   Let B be IF clopen set in Y. Then B is IF clopen. By (ii), )()( 11

BfBf 


is IF -open. 

Thus )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -closed. 

)()( iviii   Let B be IF clopen set in Y. Then by (iii) )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -closed. Also B is 

IF clopen and (iii) implies )()( 11

BfBf 


is IF -closed. Hence )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -

open. Thus )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -clopen. 

)()( iiv   Let B be IF clopen set in Y containing )( ),( pf . By (iv), )(1 Bf   is intuitionistic fuzzy -

open. Let us take )(1 BfA   . Thus BAf )( . Hence f  is intuitionistic fuzzy 

slightly  continuous. 

Lemma 4.3: Let YXXg : be the graph of the mapping YXf : . If A and B are IFS’s of X 

and Y respectively, then ))(1()1( 1

~~

1 BfBg     

Lemma 4.4: Let X and Y be intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces, then ),( X  is product related to 

),( Y  if for any IFS C in X, D in Y whenever AC  , BD implies DCBA  ~~ 11   there 

exists 1A , 1B  such that CA 1  and DB 1 and BABA  ~~1~~1 1111      

Theorem 4.5: Let YXf : be a function and assume that X is a product related to Y. If the graph 

YXXg : of f is IF slightly  continuous then so is f . 

Proof: Let B be IF clopen set in Y. Then by lemma 3.3, )1()(1()( ~

11

~

1 BgBfBf   . Now 

B~1  is a IF clopen set in YX  . Since g is IF slightly  continuous then )1( ~

1 Bg  is IF -open 

in X. Hence is )(1 Bf  IF -open in X. Thus f is IF slightly  continuous. 

Theorem 4.6: A mapping YXf : from and IFTS X into an IFTS Y is IF slightly  continuous if and 

only if for each IFP ),( p  in X and IF clopen set B in Y such that Bpf )),((  , ))(( 1 Bfcl  is IFN 

of IFP ),( p  in X. 

Proof: Let f  be an IF slightly  continuous mapping, ),( p  be an IFP in X and B be any IF 

clopen set in Y such that Bpf )( ),(  . Then 

))(()))((int()(),( 111 BfclBfbclBfp    . Hence ))(( 1 Bfcl   is an IFN of ),( p  in X. 
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Conversely, let B be any IF clopen set in Y and ),( p be IFP in X such that Bpf )),((  . Then 

)(1

),( Bfp  . According to assumption ))(( 1 Bfcl 

 is IFN of IFP ),( p  in X. 

So ))))((int(()))((int( 11

),( BfbclclBfbclp   . So )))((int()( 11 BfbclBf   . Hence 

)(1 Bf   is IF OS in X. Therefore f  is IF slightly  continuous. 

Proposition 4.7: Every intuitionistic fuzzy  continuous function is IF slightly  continuous. But 

the converse need not be true, as shown by the following example. 

Example 4.8: Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.7,0.8),(0.3,0.2)G x , 2 , (0.6,0.7),(0.4,0.3)G y  

Then  1~~ ,1,0 G  and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IF slightly  continuous but not an IF  continuous mapping. 

Proposition 4.9: Every IF irresolute function is IF slightly  continuous. But the converse need 

not be true, as shown by the following example. 

Example 4.10: Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

1 , (0.3,0.4),(0.6,0.5)G x , 2 , (0.4,0.5),(0.5,0.5)G y  

Then ~ ~ 1{0 ,1 , }G   and  2~~ ,1,0 G  are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping ),(),(:  YXf   by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IF slightly  continuous but not an IF  irresolute. 

Theorem 4.11: Suppose that Y has a base consisting of IF clopen sets. If YXf : is IF slightly 

 continuous, then f is IF  continuous. 

Proof: Let Xp ),(   and let C be IFOS in Y containing )( ),( pf . Since Y has a base consisting of IF 

clopen sets, there exists an IF clopen set B containing )( ),( pf such that CB . Since f  is IF 

slightly  continuous, then there exists an IF OS A in X containing ),( p  such that 

CBAf )( . Thus f is IF continuous. 

Theorem 4.12: If a function iYXf :  is an IF slightly fuzzy continuous, then ii YXofP :  is 

IF slightly  continuous, where iP  is the projection of iY  onto iY . 

Proof: Let Bi be any IF clopen sets of iY . Since iP  is IF continuous and IF open mapping, and 

iii YYP :  , )(
1

ii BP


 is IF clopen sets in iY . Now ))(()()(
111

iiii BPfBofP
  . As IF 

slightly continuous and )(
1

ii BP


 is IF clopen sets, ))((
11

ii BPf
  is IF OS in X. Hence ofPi is IF 

slightly  continuous. 

Theorem 4.13: The following hold for functions YXf :  and ZYg :  
(i) If f is IF slightly  continuous and g is IF totally continuous then gof  is IF continuous. 

(ii) If f is IF -irresolute and g is IF slightly  continuous then gof  is IF slightly continuous. 

Proof: (i) Let B be an IFOS in Z. Since g if IF totally continuous, )(1 Bg   is an IF clopen set in Y. Now 

))(()()( 111 BgfBgof   . Since f is IF slightly continuous, ))(( 11 Bgf   IF OS in X. Hence 

gof  is IF continuous. 
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(ii)Let B be IF clopen set in Z. Since and g is IF slightly  continuous, )(1 Bg   is an OSIF  in Y. 

Now ))(()()( 111 BgfBgof    Since f is IF -irresolute, ))(( 11 Bgf   IF OS in X which implies 

gof  is IF slightly  continuous. 

 

5. INTUISTIONISTIC FUZZY  SEPARATION AXIOMS 

Definition 5.1: An  IFTS ),( X  is called  1T  if and only if for each pair of distinct intuitionistic 

fuzzy points ),(),( ,  yx  in X there  exists OSIF such that Ux ),(  , Uy ),(  and Vx ),(  , 

Vy ),(  . 

Theorem 5.2: If YXf :  is IF slightly  continuous injection  and Y is 1TCO , then  X  is  

IF 1T . 

Proof: Suppose that Y is IF 1TCO . For any distinct intuitionistic fuzzy points ),(),( ,  yx  in  X  

there exists  IF clopen sets U,V in Y such that 

VyfVxfUyfUxf  )(,)(,)(,)( ),(),(),(),(  . Since f is IF slightly  continuous, 

)(1 Uf  and )(1 Vf 

 are IF –open sets in X such that  

)(),(),(),( 1

),(

1

),(

1

),(

1

),( VfyVfxUfyUfx    . This shows that X is IF 1T . 

Definition 5.3: An  IFTS ),( X  is called  2T  or Hausdorff  if for all  pair of distinct 

intuitionistic fuzzy points ),(),( ,  yx  in X there  exists  IF –open sets YVU , such that 

Ux ),(  , Vy ),(   and 0VU  . 

Theorem 5.4: If YXf :  is IF slightly  continuous , injection  and Y is 2TCO , then  X  is  

IF 2T . 

Proof: Suppose that Y is IF 2TCO . For any distinct intuitionistic fuzzy points ),(),( ,  yx  in  X  

there exists  IF clopen sets  U,V in Y such that Uxf )( ),(   and  Vyf )( ),(  . Since f is IF 

slightly  continuous, )(1 Uf  and )(1 Vf 

 are IF –open sets in X such that 

)(),( 1

),(

1

),( VfyUfx    . Also we have 0)()( 11   VfAf . Hence then  X  is  IF 2T . 

Definition 5.5: An  IFTS ),( X  is called  IF strongly regular if for each  IF –closed set C and IFP 

Cx ),(  , there exists intuitionistic fuzzy open sets U and V such that VxUC  ),(,  and 

0VU . 

Theorem 5.6: If YXf :  is IF slightly  continuous, injective, IF open function from an IF 

strongly regular   X onto an IF space Y, then and Y is IF co-regular. 

Proof: Let D be an IF open set in Y and Dy ),(  . Take )( ),(),(  xfy  . Since f is IF 

slightly continuous, )(1 Df   is an IF –closed set in X. Let )(1 DfC  . Cx ),(  . Since X is IF 

strongly regular , there exists intuitionistic fuzzy open sets U and V such that BxUC  ),(,   

and 0VU . Hence, we have )()( AfCfD   and )()( ),(),( Bfxfy    such that 

)(Af  and )(Bf are disjoint  IF open sets. Hence Y is IF regular. 

Definition 5.7: An  IFTS ),( X  is called  IF strongly normal if for each  IF clopen sets C1 and  C2 in 

X such that  IFP set C and intuitionistic fuzzy point Cx ),(  , there exists intuitionistic fuzzy open 
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sets U and V in X such that  ~21 0CC  there  exists  IF –open sets VU , such that UC 1 and  

VC 2 and 0VU . 

Theorem 5.8: : If YXf :  is IF slightly  continuous, injective, IF open function from an IF 

strongly normal  space X onto an IF space Y, then and Y is IF co-normal. 

Proof: Let C1 and C2  be disjoint IF clopen sets in Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, )( 1

1 Cf  and 

)( 2

1 Cf   are IF  closed sets in X. Let us take )( 1

1 CfC   and )( 2

1 CfD  . We have 

~0DC . Since X is IF strongly normal , there exists disjoint IF open sets U and V such that  

UC  and VD  . Thus  )()(1 UfCfC  and )()(2 VfDfC  such that )(Uf  and 

)(Vf are disjoint IF open sets. Hence Y is IF normal. 

6. INTUISTIONISTIC FUZZY COVERING PROPERTIES 

Definition 6.1: Let X be an IFTS. A family of };)(),(,{ Jixxx
ii GG    intuitionistic fuzzy open 

sets (intuitionistic fuzzy  open sets) in X satisfies the condition 

})(),(,{1~ Jixxx
ii GG    is called an intuitionistic fuzzy open cover (intuitionistic fuzzy 

 open cover) of X. A finite subfamily of an intuitionistic fuzzy open cover (intuitionistic fuzzy 

 open cover) };)(),(,{ Jixxx
ii GG    of X which is also an intuitionistic fuzzy open cover 

(intuitionistic fuzzy  open cover) is called a finite  subcover of };)(),(,{ Jixxx
ii GG   . 

Definition 6.2: A space X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy  -compact( -Lindelof) if  every 

intuitionistic fuzzy  open cover of X has a finite (countable) subcover. 

Definition 6.3: An IFTS X is said to be  

(i) IF -compact if every  -open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(ii) IF countably  -compact if every  -open countably cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(iii)  IF -Lindelof if every cover of X by IF -open sets has a countable subcover. 

(iv) IF mildly compact if every IF cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(v) IF mildly countably compact if every IF  countably cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(vi) IF mildly Lindelof if every cover of X has IF -open sets has a countable subcover. 

Theorem 6.4:  Let YXf : be an IF slightly continuous surjection. Then the following 

statements hold: 

(i) If X is IF -compact, then Y is IF mildly compact. 

(ii) If  X is IF -Lindelof, then Y is IF mildly Lindelof. 

(iii)  If X is IF countably  -compact, then Y is IF mildly countably compact. 

Proof: (i) Let }:{ IA   be any  IF clopen cover of Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, then 

}:)({ 1 IAf    is IF -open cover of X. Since X is IF -compact, there exists a finite subset I0 of I  

such that });({1 0

1

~ IAfX    . Thus we have };{1 0~ IAy    and Y is IF mildly compact. 

(ii) Let }:{ IA   be any  IF clopen cover of Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, then 

}:)({ 1 IAf    is IF IF -open cover of X. Since X is IF -Lindelof, there exists a countable 

subset I0 of I  such that });({1 0

1

~ IAfX    . Thus we have };{1 0~ IAy    and Y is IF 

mildly Lindelof. 
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(iii) Let }:{ IA   be any  IF clopen cover of Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, then 

}:)({ 1 IAf    is IF IF -open cover of X. Since X is is IF countably  -compact, subset I0 of I  

such that });({1 0

1

~ IAfX    . Thus we have };{1 0~ IAy    and Y is IF midly compact. 

Definition 6.5: An IFTS X is said to be  

(i) IF –closed compact if every  –closed of X has a finite subcover. 

(ii) IF –closed Lindelof if ever y cover of X by –closed sets has a  countable subcover. 

(iii) IF countably  –closed compact if every countable cover of X by  –closed sets has a finite 

subcover. 

Theorem 6.6: Let YXf : be an IF slightly  continuous , surjection. Then the following 

statements hold: 

(i) If X is IF -closed compact, then Y is mildly compact. 

(ii) If  X is IF -closed Lindelof, then Y is mildly Lindelof. 

(iii) If X is IF countably  -closed compact, then Y is mildly countably compact. 

Proof: (i ) Let }:{ IA   be any  IF clopen cover of Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, then 

}:)({ 1 IAf    is IF -closed cover of X. Since X is IF -closed compact, there exists a finite 

subset I0  of  I  such that });({1 0

1

~ IAfX    . Thus we have };{1 0~ IAy    and Y is IF 

midly compact. 

Similarly, we can obtain the proof for (ii) and (iii). 

Definition 6.7: An IFTS ),( X  is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy  -disconnected (IF -disconnected) if 

there exists OSIF  U,V in X such that ~~ 0,0  VU  such that 
`~1VU and ~` 0VU . If X 

is not IF -disconnected then it is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy  -connected (IF -connected). 

Theorem 6.8: Let YXf : be an IF slightly  continuous , surjection, ),( X  is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy  -connected, then ),( Y is IF connected. 

Proof: Assume that ),( Y  is not IF connected then there exists non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy U and 

V in ),( Y  such that 
`~1VU and ~` 0VU . Therefore U and V are intuitionistic fuzzy   

open sets in Y. Since f is IF slightly  continuous, ~

1 0)(   AfC , ~

1 0)(   BfD , which are 

OSIF in X. And ~~

111 1)1()()(   fVfUf , which implies ~0DC . Thus X is IF -

disconnected, which is a contradiction to our hypothesis. Hence Y is IF connected. 

Remark 6.9: The following example shows that IF slightly  continuous , surjection do not 

necessarily preserve IF hyperconnectedness. 

Example 7.0: : Let  baX , ,  vuY ,  

 1 , (0.7,0.6),(0.3,0.4) /G x x X  ,  2 x,(0.1,0.1),(0.9,0.9) /G x X 
 

 3 x,(0.9,0.9),(0.1,0.1) /G x X   

Then ~ ~ 1{0 ,1 , }G   and  ~ ~ 2 3 2 3 2 30 ,1 , , , ,G G G G G G     are IFT on X and Y respectively. 

Define a mapping : ( , ) (X, )f X    by uaf )( and vbf )( .  

Then f is an IF slightly  continuous surjective. ),( X  is hyperconnected. But ( , )X  is not 

hyperconnected. 
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